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FAQs
What are these email templates for?
Each email template relates to one of 
our content pieces. Included is a link 
which is coded specifically to your 
organisation, and enables us to provide 
you with real time insight to which one of 
your prospects/clients has expressed 
interest in our content. We will be able to 
tell you who they are, and what they 
downloaded. 

Your Channel Marketing Manager will be 
able to give you an update on these at 
any point. If you do use these links, 
please reach out to your Channel 
Marketing Manager to get an update. 

Why do these links matter? 

Using these links is important to know who has read or downloaded 
something about Concur.  Thus, allowing you to follow up and eventually 
pass through as an Advisor lead.  If your clients independently go to the 
Concur website and download the same content, we are unfortunately 
unable to track and give the Advisor credit. 

However, should you use the special link, we will pass all activity to you and 
credit your organisation (and you) for the lead should you feel they qualify. 

How do I use these? 
We have provided you with a series of email templates that you can use. 
Please feel free to modify or change these as you feel necessary to suit 
your own voice, then send it to your prospects/clients you feel would 
benefit. Please make sure to use the link provided to ensure adequate 
tracking. New templates will be updated regularly.

What are people downloading? 
These assets have been written by Concur and we have chosen a careful 
subset of our most popular and recent assets. These are the pieces of 
content that has provided Concur the best ability to start a real 
conversation with our prospects.  They are a great tool to educate and 
provide new insights to your prospects and customers. 

MORE QUESTIONS?
MOBILE: 0426 602 094
EMAIL: kerry.lancaster@concur.com
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Template 1: Announcing Solution Provider Partnership 
with Concur

Hi [First Name], 

Around 8-10% of a company’s budget is dedicated to expenses, and 
as such, it makes good business sense to manage this cost 
effectively. This is exactly why we have partnered with Concur to bring 
you the best-in-class travel and expense solution at an exclusive 
discount. 

With Concur, you can automate, manage and simplify your process 
while improving efficiency and gain control over your costs. 

If you frequently claim business and travel expenses, struggle with 
managing receipts, or track your spending via spreadsheets, there is a 
better way and we are here to help. 

To learn more about concur, click here or check out more about our 
partnership in the attached PDF. 

Suggested Email Copy:
Subject line: Announcing our newest partnership with 
Concur

Attachment: Brochure included as part of your on-
boarding kit. No link included.

LINK TO WEBSITE: https://www.concur.com.au

About the Asset: 

Summary: discusses the 
Solution Provider partnership 
with Concur. Why, benefits, 
who is Concur. 

Best Use: To alert 
customers/prospects that your 
organisation is now working 
with Concur as an option. 

Audience: All

http://www.concur.co.uk/
https://www.concur.com.au/
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Template 2: The Essential guide to Managing Expenses
in Australia

Hi [First Name], 

I just wanted to share this great eBook that I got from our Partner –
Concur. I read it and thought it might be something you could benefit 
from. It’s a complete guide to everything you might want to know about 
managing employee travel and entertainment expenses, from the 
hidden pitfalls of managing expenses via spreadsheets, to the mobile 
apps many businesses now use ; and how to introduce them with the 
minimum fuss for maximum benefit.  

Click here to give it a read, and let me know if I can help take out 
some of the complexities of expenses in your life through automation 
with our partner, Concur. 

As an added bonus, working with us we can get you an exclusive 
Solution Provider discount on their solution set. 

Suggested Email Copy:

SUBJECT: The Essential  Guide to Managing Expenses 
in Australia

LINK: 
https://www.concur.com.au/resources/essential-
guide-managing-expenses-australia

SOCIAL MEDIA: The essential facts about managing 
expenses. Download a hot new guide now. 
bit.ly/1wcFF7a
About the Asset: 

.

Best Use: education and 
conversation starter around 
expenses. 

Audience: Finance, Accounts 
Payable, Sales

Summary: everything you need to know 
about a better way to manage expenses. 
By moving from spreadsheets to 
automation, they can bring their expense 
management process into the modern 
digital world.

https://assets.concur.com/whitepaper/Mythbusters-Busting-Mileage-Expenses-and-VAT-myths-Concur-UK.pdf?pid=Advisor&cid=UK_Referral%20Program_ABS_27032014_ting-Mileage-Expense
https://www.concur.com.au/resources/essential-guide-managing-expenses-australia
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Template 3: 7 Ways to beat the sheet

Hi [First Name], 

Are you using a free spreadsheet to process your expenses? Did you 
know that it could be costing you in ways you never imagined?

Expenses automation is typically not on everyone’s priority list, but with 
$100 million  lost annually by Australian businesses  in rectifying 
expense claims , it might be worth making this a higher priority for your 
business.

Click here to view this great guide and learn what your free expense 
sheet is really costing you.

We have partnered with Concur to offer our clients an exclusive discount 
to help automate a part of the business that allows for great cost 
savings. 

I’ll touch base with you shortly to discuss how we can help you 
streamline your expenses processes. 

Suggested Email Copy:

SUBJECT: Learn what your free expenses spreadsheet 
is really costing you. 

LINK: https://www.concur.com.au/resources/7-ways-
beat-sheet

SOCIAL MEDIA: 7 Ways to beat the sheet. Learn what 
your free expenses spreadsheet is really costing you. 
bit.ly/1zembWZ

ABOUT THE ASSET:

Summary: The aim of the guide is 
to call out the costs associated 
with using a free spreadsheet to 
process expenses. 

Best Use: Education and 
conversation starter. 

Audience: Finance, 
Accounts Payable, Sales

https://assets.concur.com/whitepaper/Mythbusters-Busting-Mileage-Expenses-and-VAT-myths-Concur-UK.pdf?pid=Advisor&cid=UK_Referral%20Program_ABS_27032014_ting-Mileage-Expense
https://www.concur.com.au/resources/7-ways-beat-sheet
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Template 4: Concur AP Automation/Invoice Processing 

Hello [Insert Name]

We’ve recently reviewed an automated Accounts Payable/Invoice 
process solution and thought this may be of interest to you.

It’s a solution from our partner Concur, the global leader in spend 
management software, which provides an integrated platform to manage 
the entire invoice process:

• Generate Purchase Order Requests & Purchase Orders
• Automated Purchase Order matching.
• Smart capture of the paper invoice using their proprietary Optical 

Character Recognition (OCR) technology – eliminating manual data 
entry.

• Highly configurable invoice approval workflow.
• Seamless integration into the ERP.

It is cloud based and therefore available on all mobile devices; allowing 
approvers to view and approve invoices no matter where they are.

Here’s a short 2 minute video that explains what it does from a high level 
and I’ve also attached some brochures and whitepapers to help you 
understand how it may be of interest to you.

Would you be interested in learning more about this? Please let me 
know and I’ll set up a call or meeting with the right people.

Suggested Email Copy:
SUBJECT: Concur AP Automation/Invoice Processing 

LINK: https://www.concur.com.au/supplier-invoices-
simplified
SOCIAL MEDIA: How can you reduce paperwork, improve 
processes and get insight into how your company spends 
money? Watch this short video to find out http://bit.ly/2iWOVyy

ABOUT THE ASSET:

Summary: Video demonstrates how 
with invoice processing, you’ll reduce 
paperwork, improve vendor processes 
and get insight into how your company 
spends money.

Best Use:  Education and conversation 
starter around AP automation. 

Audience: Finance, Accounts
Payable

https://www.concur.com.au/resources/concur-invoice-overview
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Template 5: CFO Insights on success: Preparing for 2015 
and Beyond

Hi [First Name],

Our partner Concur has interviewed a number of CFO’s and 
asked for their insight on what they learned in 2014, and what 
they think is critical to success in 2015 and beyond for finance 
professionals. The results make for interesting reading – there are 
interesting perspectives on the significance of people, the 
importance of business partnerships and the value finance can 
deliver by providing insight into the data.

To read more of what the CFO’s said (in their own words), and to 
discover how automating your expenses might help you to be 
even more successful in 2015 and beyond, click here to download 
this whitepaper now.

Suggested Email Copy:

SUBJECT: CFO Insights on success 

LINK: https://www.concur.com.au/resources/cfo-
insights-success-preparing-2015-and-beyond

SOCIAL MEDIA:
What’s top-of-mind for finance leaders today? Insightful ‘CFO 
Insights on Success’ white paper. bit.ly/1FY4Rcq

What are the secrets of finance success for 2015 and 
beyond? ‘CFO Insights on Success’ white paper [download]. 
bit.ly/1FY4Rcq

About the Asset: 

Summary: Various CFO insights 
into top priorities of 2015 and some 
of the trends of the finance industry 
that these professionals are seeing

Best Use: conversation starter on 
finance priorities for the year. Why 
automation is key to helping finance 
teams do their jobs better. 

Audience: Finance

https://www.concur.co.uk/lp/cfo-insights-success?pid=ADVISOR&cid=UK_Mhance_Incentive_03042014_ights-success
https://www.concur.com.au/resources/cfo-insights-success-preparing-2015-and-beyond
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Template 6: You’ve already cut costs. Now what? 

Hi [First Name],

You might feel you have exhausted the possibilities for managing costs 
and driving significant savings, and be concerned that more 
aggressive cost reductions would endanger the long-term success of 
your business.

You wouldn’t be alone. So what are the smart next steps to cut costs 
even further?

The answer lies hidden in plain sight: your company’s approach to 
expenses. 

Read on, as we guide you through a new way of thinking about cost 
savings, and dig into opportunities you might not have considered or 
implemented – yet.

Suggested Email Copy:

SUBJECT: You’ve already cut costs. Now what? 

LINK: https://www.concur.com.au/resources/youve-
already-cut-costs-now-what

SOCIAL MEDIA: 
Rethink your expenses process to cut, control and avoid 
more costs. Download the white paper to learn more. 
bit.ly/1u5eykk
Control your expenses before they control you. Think 
smart. How to spend now, to save later. bit.ly/1u5eykk

About the Asset: 

Summary: new way of thinking 
about cost savings after the 
last wave of cost cutting. How 
do you drive sustainable 
growth?

Best Use: education and 
conversation starter around 
hidden business costs. 

Audience: Finance, Accounts 
Payable, sales

https://www.concur.com.au/resources/youve-already-cut-costs-now-what
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Template 7: How To Secure Buy In For Smarter Expense 
Management.

Hi [First Name],

You love the idea of using your mobile device for expense claims and 
easily accessing all the data in the cloud. But how do you get everyone 
else on board, especially your sales manager, IT department and even 
the CFO?

Moving from manual expense claims to smarter, cloud-based mobile 
expense claims provides value across the board. 

Read this guide to help get the internal support of everyone who 
suffers with manual expense claims on a regular basis, and make a 
significant difference to your company.

Suggested Email Copy:
SUBJECT: How To Secure Buy In For Smarter Expense 
Management.

LINK: https://www.concur.com.au/resources/how-
secure-buy-smarter-expense-management

SOCIAL MEDIA: Moving from manual expense claims to 
smarter, cloud-based mobile expense claims provides 
value across the board. This guide will help you secure 
buy in for smarter expense management. 
bit.ly/1zemHnW

About the Asset: 

Audience: Sales, IT, 
Finance

Summary: This guide will help get the internal support of 
everyone who suffers with manual expense claims on a 
regular basis.

https://www.concur.com.au/resources/how-secure-buy-smarter-expense-management
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